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Dear Valued Clients,

As we bid farewell to an incredible
year, we find ourselves reflecting on
the exceptional journey we've
shared with each and every one of
you. 2023 has been a year of growth,
success, and unforgettable
experiences here at Michigan
Outdoor Properties.
We extend our deepest gratitude to
our clients who have entrusted us
with their dreams of buying or selling
recreational properties. Your trust
has been the driving force behind
our commitment to excellence, and
we are truly thankful for the
opportunity to serve you.
In 2023, we witnessed the magic of
Michigan's outdoor beauty through
the eyes of our clients – whether it
was helping you find the perfect
lakeside retreat, an expansive
hunting property, or a charming
cabin nestled in the woods. Your
passion for the great outdoors fuels
our dedication to providing
unparalleled service in the realm of
recreational real estate. As we turn
the page to a new year, we eagerly
anticipate the adventures that 2024
holds for us. 

As we turn the page to a new year,
Our team at Michigan Outdoor
Properties is committed to
continuing our tradition of
excellence, assisting you in
navigating the ever-changing
landscape of buying and selling
recreational properties.
In the coming year, we aim to
enhance your experience with us
by introducing innovative services
and staying at the forefront of
market trends. We are dedicated to
ensuring that your journey with
Michigan Outdoor Properties is not
only successful but also filled with
joy, excitement, and the fulfillment
of your dreams. In the coming year,
we aim to enhance your experience
with us by introducing innovative
services and staying at the
forefront of market trends. We are
dedicated to ensuring that your
journey with Michigan Outdoor
Properties is not only successful
but also filled with joy, excitement,
and the fulfillment of your dreams.
We encourage you to stay
connected with us through our 

website, social media
channels, and newsletters
to stay updated on the
latest developments,
property listings, and
valuable insights into
Michigan's dynamic real
estate market.
Once again, thank you for
making 2023 a remarkable
year for Michigan Outdoor
Properties. We look
forward to serving you in
2024 and beyond, forging
new connections, and
helping you turn your
outdoor dreams into
reality.
Wishing you a joyful
holiday season and a
prosperous New Year!

Warm regards,

Phil DeVries 
Michigan Outdoor
Properties 
(616) 915-9713
info@michiganoutdoorpro
perties.com



BUYING OR
SELLING:

Michigan outdoor

properties is eager to help

you buy or sell your land.

Reach out at (616) 915-

9713 or email at

info@michigan outdoor

properties with any

inquiries. 
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Our team comprises

seasoned professionals

with in-depth knowledge

of the local market trends,

property values, and the

intricacies of real estate

transactions. Rest

assured, you're in the

hands of experts,

dedicated too maximizing

the value of your

investment.

Are you in search of the perfect

property to buy or looking to

sell your current one? Look no

further! At Michigan Outdoor

Properties we specialize in

connecting buyers with their

dream homes and helping

sellers maximize the value of

their properties. 

www.michiganoutdoorproperties.com 

Blueberry Farm! 
Free Soil MI 
158 Acres 

$1,896,000

Hunting &
Recreational Land 

Lapeer MI
80.8 Acres 
$599,000 


